
Mayday 2018 Sigrblot 

 

On April 28th, 2018, Hearthstone Theod celebrated the beginning of spring with a MayDay 

gathering and our traditional Sigrblot for Victory in the coming year.  While many of our folk could not 

be here with us, we know they were here in spirit.  The day began with a discussion with the children of 

the tribe on how we need to maintain our link to the natural world even though we live in a host society 

that is far detached from it.  We discussed the differences in learning and worldview between the law of 

school and the natural Law of the farm.  We discussed how we can reconnect with the natural world in 

our daily lives and emulate our ancestors’ ways even in this modern world…after all, it’s all about the 

worldview!  We then had a relaxed schedule for the afternoon, doing some Axe and knife throwing, 

some archery, playing Kubb, and generally just enjoying the amazing weather after what was 

undoubtedly a rough winter.  Of course, the ladies were knitting, crocheting, and spinning while 

watching the kids participate in the activities.  

 It is traditional in our tribe to perform a Sigrblot during our MayDay festival (a blot for victory) 

and this year was no exception.  We had the usual holytide sacrifices of mead, fruits, and vegetables, as 

well as a forged steel spearhead that was engraved with runes and sacrificed.  In addition, some of the 

folk added personal items of sacrifice to the ritual fire.  In Theodish tradition, any tools or weapons that 

are to be sacrificed must be ritually destroyed, to end their usefulness in this world and ensure they are 

used only in the next world.  We did however have an addition to the rite.  We were blessed with the 

presence of Graham from the Irminfolk as a guest, and he brought along his newest tool he had 

acquired.  It was a beautiful hand forged axe that he will carry with him into his new career as a Park 

Ranger.  He requested that we bless the axe at Sigrblot that it would help him to be victorious in the 

trials of his new career.  Not only did we bless the axe for him, but he was gracious enough to use the 

flat back of the axe during ritual to destroy our sacrificial spearhead!  It turned out to be an unplanned 

but powerful addition to the ritual!  From this day forth, the Axe will be Named Biter, and may it serve 

Graham well! 

 As is our tradition, after ritual, the folk gathered for feasting and the building of bonds between 

tribesmen and friends, during which the ancestral plate was prepared from the plates of the assembled 

folk, each of us giving to Gods and Ancestors a portion of our feast meal.  A Symbolic gesture of shared 

destiny and gefrain between ancestors, Gods, and folk!  After feast, we brought the plate out to the 

firepit and sacrificed the plate and the meal, sharing the feast with Gods and ancestors.  We had 

discussed during the holytide discussion that Odin was the Victory giver, but for the seasonal tide, Frey, 

Sif, and Thor were also to be honored because it is their domain to bring plenty and fertility in the crops 

and harvests over the spring and summertime, and I was explaining to my youngest that Thor’s aspect of 

fertility had to do with him bringing storms that watered the crops and helped them grow, when there 

was a deafening Boom of Thunder, and we had a flash thunderstorm.  Jason was so excited that he 

grabbed the winding horn and ran out onto the back porch yelling Hail Thor! And sounding his winding 

horn in celebration of the awesome power of the thunderstorm.  Throughout the intense storm, the fire 

in the firepit raged, with flames 4 to 5 feet high, being pounded with rain but still burning brightly!  The 

sacrificed spearhead is still in the coals of that fire, and as I prepare for bed, it still burns bright red, 

though now it is only coals, and no longer flames.  Tomorrow I will retrieve what is left of the spearhead 

and bury it beneath the Horg as is Theodish tradition… 



 It was a long day, but an amazing day, with much building of frith and tribal Bonds, and a 

wonderful way to welcome spring and celebrate the turning of the wheel of the year… 

Hail the Gods!  Hail the Ancestors! Hail the Folk! 

 


